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QUESTION 1

Object A has a lookup to object B. 

Which of the following statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Fields of object B can be accessed from object A. 

B. Fields of both B and A are accessible from object A. 

C. Fields of object A can be accessed from object. 

D. Fields of both A and B are accessible from object. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a user case for validation rules? 

A. Ensure Zip/Postal Codes are entered in the correct formal. 

B. Restrict partner Lead visibility to the channel sales team. 

C. Prevent deals with less than a 10% discount from entering. 

D. Prevent non-managers from joining a private Chatter Group. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a true statement in regards to creating custom report types? 

A. The detail object in a Master-Detail relationship cannot be added as a secondary object on a custom report type. 

B. Any object can be chosen unless the object is not visible to the person creating the report type through security
settings. 

C. When the primary object is a custom object and is deleted, then the report type and any reports created from it must
be deleted manually. 

D. Once a report type is saved with a standard or custom primary object, the primary object cannot be changed for that
report type. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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UV has a customer base where many customers have the same or similar company names. 

A. Update the account search layout list view filter settings. 

B. Update the account search layout search results columns displayed. 

C. Update the account search layout search filter fields. 

D. Update the account search layout accounts tab columns displayed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What should be done to create a custom object from the Schema Builder? 

A. From the Objects tab, select New>Object. 

B. From the Elements tab, drag Object onto the canvas. 

C. Right-click in the canvas and select "New Object". 

Correct Answer: B 
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